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Retail

Healthcare

Banking

The Public sector

Hotel and Catering industry

Dutch 
interior
& trade

 it’s what you need …
… an interior decorating partner

which is very flexible

which has much knowhow

where agreements are always fulfilled

with fluid project organisation

that can fulfil you unique wishes

that is easily approachable and accessible

that means there are no tensions between your interests 

and those of the manufacturer



 Retail

Retail

Healthcare

Banking

The Public sector

Hotel and Catering industry

Top quality at a 
reasonable price

You do business with one company
Dit takes care of everything – manufacturers, sup-
pliers and assembly companies. Every item you 
order is of the best quality and at the best price. And 
you will only ever have to deal with one company,  Dit.







Healthcare



Dit supervises and monitors the entire process. The 
supervision and monitoring of the entire operation 
are essential for a smoothly-running project. Dit is 
firmly in control of every phase. 



Banking







 Public sector





Dit takes control of every aspect, and completes 
the project in accordance with the actual terms 
agreed to.



No project is too large, or too small, and Dit 
will find a perfect solution for every  project.  



Hotel and 
Catering industry
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Lounges

Kitchens

Bedrooms

Bathrooms

Stairs and doors
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Lounges

Kitchens

Bedrooms

Bathrooms

Stairs and doors

You conceive of it,

and we construct it!

There are few limits when it comes to the prod-
ucts and projects Dit undertakes. In reality, your 
wish - in terms of type, shape, material, colour and 
anything else - is our command. You conceive of it 
and we construct it! 







Furniture, interiors and interior design. Intriguing 
designs and refreshing materials – using exceptional 
production techniques at attractive prices.





Kitchens



Dit brings together the best of two worlds on your 
behalf - the best quality at a great price. Custom-
ised furniture for the price of off-the-shelf products.







 Bedrooms





Bathrooms



Dit at home or in your business





Stairs and Doors





Whether your project is very large or very 
small, whether it’s for your home or busi-
ness – Dit can make your dreams come true.
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Solid Surface in the office

Solid Surface at home



 Solid Surface

Solid surface can justifiably 
be labelled a noble material, 
one with incredible 
properties

Solid Surface in the office

Solid Surface at home

In the office



Dit specialises in crafting furniture and objects 
from solid surface materials (Corian and Hi-Macs).





 Solid Surface
At home

Solid surface can justifiably be labelled a noble material, one 
with almost limitless possibilities. You can find extensive 
details on the unique characteristics and incredible properties of 
this material on our website





www.Dit istop.com
D  Dowload dieser Broschüre unter www.ditistop.com auf DEUTSCH

EN  This brochure can be downloaded in ENGLISH from www.ditistop.com

F  Cette brochure peut être téléchargée en FRANCAIS sur www.ditistop.com

NL  Deze brochure is op www.ditistop.com te downloaden in het NEDERLANDS



high quality   low cost
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Vargas Rosskopf & Partner AG - 9 of the world’s most renowned architects and designers diephotodesigner.de Ross-
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photodesigner.de Rosskopf & Partner AG - David Chipperfield   Rainer Schäle Hofmann Innenausbau Klöpfer - raum.4 
GbR   I1 group BV  Hotel Nevai  Hotel Nevai I1 group BV  Hogatec  Rafael 
Vargas Rosskopf & Partner AG - 9 of the world’s most renowned architects and designers  Iñigo Bujedo Aguirre 
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+31 (0)45 8200 200
+31 (0)45 8200 201
www.Dit istop.com

Dutch interior & trade bv
Parklaan 16
6371 CR  Landgraaf
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